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The river Brahmaputra and its tributaries are on a most severe seismic zone of the
world. The northern organic movement and low gradient of the valley is most suitable
platform for shifting nature of the river Brahmaputra. We should not do work on
proposition but should study the matter and its action through models and replica prior to
implement a project like construction of bridges and its width, dams, diversion of
channels, embankments and roads and railways. In this study aim has been taken to
analyze the various natural parameters.
Character of The River:
The Brahmaputra used to change its courses, especially near the confluence of the
tributaries and the most of its tributaries used to change their courses for better gradient.
The tributaries and the main channels of the river are most unstable. In reality these rivers
are swinging from one end to the other from time immemorial. Therefore bankline erosin
is frequent phenomena. Now this part of the river Brahmaputra is most densely
populated. It is the nature of human civilization that more flooded area is more densely
populated, in spite of heavy loss of life and property, because of its some positive sides.
Name may be mentioned as the Chinese, Egyptian and Babylonian, those who are expert
and pioneer on river valley management because they are early sufferers. Work on this
line was done by Hammer, T. R., (1972 ) Hazen, A., (1930 ) Hagget, P., and Chorley, R.
J., (1969) Harding, D. M., and Parker, D. J., (1972) Williams, G. P. and Guy, H. P.,
(1973) and Kar (1994, 95, 97, 98). From the word it is clear that among all other natural
disasters, flood is a manageable disaster of the world .On the other hand river flood is
easy to manage than flood on coastline.

Flood management in N.E. India requires integrated effort among,
1. Flood is an International Riddle.
2. Discussion with National govt. of different watersheds,
3. Management on upper watershed, valley Management and channels Management,
4. Need awareness of the flood plain dwellers and cultivate knowledge on it,
5. In seismic zone there are three hazards appear at a time earthquake, flood and
Landslide.
6. Adjustment, abatement and protection should continue simultaneously

Glorious institutional project:
Geomorphologists and geologists should take key role in flood plain
management. As for India is concern that the govt. is busy in a temporary management
which is called only channel management. We ignore valley and watershed management
due to many hurdles. As for example Tezpur town a important place on big Himalayan
River Jia- Bharali which flowing over the area. We must know that character of the
Brahmaputra and the river Jia- Bharali. The catchment of the river is very big; it covers
Greater Himalaya and Lower Himalaya and varying the height from 1830M to 7100M
and at Tezpur 70 M (MSL). Massive developmental work, large scale investment for
built up area as Tezpur University which is not proper.

A design of Ideal Bridge in N. E. India (specially on The Brahmaputra River)
Projects like Bogi Bill bridge on the Brahmaputra River
For long time demand and for improvement of transport and communication and to
improve tourism industry Projects like Bogi Bill bridge has been taken but ignore the
future loss and other alternative due to less awareness of mass .The project will bring
down stream erosion and lateral expansion in future. Whereas Assam has tremendous
potentiality than any other place of the world in water ways. The vast water resource is
with us, but is it utilized properly? Answer is no. Very big python like the Brahmaputra
is flowing in the middle of the region but we are feeling our transport cost is very much
fluctuating due to land transport system.
We are talking about our cheap transportation system but we never thought about
our, Brahmaputra as a great inland transport system, even we are closing the path
constructing low height bridges? Why we are not thinking about international water
transport. It will not be possible in future when we will think for such more ordinary

pillar based bridges. Our bridges should be wider and middle part higher so that one big
ship can pass easily . We never thought about multiplication of this transport.
Rather we are satisfied with only on road and rail transport systems. Which increase
our flood hazard day by day, due to more restriction on free flow of water by culverts and
narrow bridge. If we could increase water transport and linear plantation (Kar1994) on
the Brahmaputra then this python like river would be more dominant by us, its flow
would be channelized hence flood and erosion would be reduced, on the other hand
lateral erosion or bank line erosion would be minimized in magnitude and intensity.
Some points on Bogibill Bridge:
If we observe the bridges of any river of any foreign country then it is clear to us that
these bridges are on more height and more length for easy discharges of water. As for our
bridges are with low height and very narrow in comparison with its summer width. Such
narrow bridges restrict the flow hence, increase the lateral or bank line erosion in down
streams.
Twelve Kilometer downstream of the Brahmaputra from Dibrugar Town, on the left
bank, is a place called Bogi bill, from the place Buridihing mukh of north bank is more
than 8 km. wide. Near Bogi bill there is a dyke to protect the area from the Brahmaputra,
and from this place to Buri suti width of the Brahmaputra is 9.5 km. Again from Burisuti
to Sisi Nai 8.5 Km. But we are going to construct a bridge on it which is called Bogi bill
Bridge which is only less than 5 km. Long. Again at 12 km upstream near Rangajan
(27035/N,9505/E) to Sengajan (27040/N ,950 E) width of the river is 12 km. In 12 km
downstream Barbill gaon (27015/N,94034/E ) to a place on north bank (27015/N,
94034/E)here the width is 15 Km.
On south bank a most meandering river is Buridihing. Senoi is a tributary of
Buridihing is also most meandering river. All the chars (islands) are very long,
Barkichapari is 9 km. (Long east to west). Several embankments were built to protect the
South bank from erosion. On chars we found very long grasses. Two big chars (Islands)
are found here. If Chars be stabilized then lateral erosion will be increased. If the Bogibill
bridge be completed then due to less width therefore the river will resist the summer flow
exactly half the previous flow on the other hand due to big pillars it will protect the free
flow of the Brahmaputra, hence it will obviously submerge the up stream area and erode
the down stream area to a certain belts.
However we should take an example from our neighbouring country and its very
ambitious bridge called the Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge on mighty river Jamuna
(Brahmaputra) is the biggest project in Bangladesh.

Some important points are on Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge of Sirajgange

1.The bridge (Named as Bangabandhu Bridge) of about 4.8 km long and 18.5 meter
wide road ways.
2. Construction of two guide bunds : the west guide bund is 3.26 km long while the
eastern one is 3.07km and reduced the width of the river at the bridge site from 11.13
km to 4.8 km.
Being the densely populated country with numbers of components, Jamuna Bridge
has significant impact on the inhabitants of the project area. It acquired more than 2863ha
of land and affected more than 16 households, which included about 105 thousand
populations. In addition more than 28 thousand households which encompassing more
than 180 thousand people were affected by induced flood and river erosion.

From the above projects we should take care of it, which will create an adverse
situation in this part. This is important that is the area is a seismic zone, so any massive
structure should be constructed with great care.
Construction of dam for flood control, and other allied purposes being used from long 6000
years back, Aswan Dam is one of them. Recent time Hoover Dam on the Colorado river, Bennet
Dam on peace River of Alberta, the Lower Van Norman Dam in South California, Teton Dam
and so on are causing damage to life and property and they are now fear to the people of those
locality.
No doubt about it that Dam may give immediate result, but it is a costly and risky measure
for the purpose. But there should be good economic condition of the country, expert hands and
good coordination among geomorphologists, geologists, Hydrologists, environmentalists,
seismologists and civil engineers before final selection of a site.

It is found that the long time demanded bridges like Saraight, Kaliabhomora,
Pancharatna and Bagibeel bridges all started to create tremendous impact on easy flow
of water due to very narrow breadth. These narrow spaces in general increased the
velocity of water and thus intensified the lateral erosion in down stream due to high
velocity and magnitude. As a result erosion in Gomi Palasbari is increased; same thing
happen by Kaliabhomora Bridge, in Buragaon, Dhumkura and Mairabari area and its
ferocity of erosion is intensified too.
Conclusion:
These Projects are not based on natural condition, therefore natural laws and bylaws
are there that should be properly followed. Therefore without knowing all the parameters
like climate, soil, hydrology, seismology, geomorphology, geology and the human
activities of the locality no project should be implemented on a geomorphic sensitive area
on demand of public only. Therefore only the structural management in no circumstances
can give an optimum level of benefit rather it gives reverse result for the purpose. At
present science and technology can give full benefit of a project if and only if it obeys the
natural laws.
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